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TLDR:

● 6 Months ago 0DTE Volmegeddon hype was overdone
● Today sentiment is shifting to fully discounting the potential impact of 0DTE, 

as the focus is on the “gamma impact” while ignoring potential “delta impact”



Only a few months ago…





Volume !=risk ✅

It’s about balance ✅

Are all MM’s perfectly 
balanced? Or did MM 
“A” trade it all?

If we buy 50k at 10AM
& 
Sell 50k at 3pm
MM’s show as 
balanced in this plot…



SG theory is that a lot of ATM 0DTE is hedging flow, we’re asking the CBOE to 
break down the 0DTE volume by transaction type (Cust, BD, MM, etc) 

Again we’d highlight the 0DTE is likely opened in the AM, and closed in the PM. 
That would balance buy vs sell…



On an average day, it doesn’t 
matter much, but this is a 
business of tails, and the range 
of that gamma exposure is 
rather large.

What about the deltas?



0DTE GAMMA vs Delta

Customer buys a call:
9:45AM SPX @ 4460: 4460 0DTE Call has Delta = .54 Gamma = 0.017
MM sells the call, and MM buy 54 delta. Has to buy a bit more as SPX rises.

3:15PM SPX @ 4490: 4460 0DTE Call has Delta = .95 Gamma = 0.0
MM is short the call, vs 95 delta. No Gamma risk :)

Customer sells the call:
3:30 PM SPX @ 4490: 4460 0DTE Call has Delta = .95 Gamma = 0.0
MM is long 95 delta vs no call. They must sell that delta!



Gamma exposure is typically “de 
minimis” but delta exposure, 
particularly into the close could 
matter if there is a large 0DTE 
unwind.

ES futures trade $400bn per day, but 
an imbalance of exposure is likely 
going to be hedged within minutes. 

Executing 2% of daily futures volume 
in 10 minutes would likely move 
markets.



SG concurs, which is 
why we suspect 0DTE 
flow is heavily used in 
hedging.



No discernible change 
in volatility, which we 
agree with & why we 
suspect 0DTE flow is 
heavily used in 
hedging.





Highest exposure 
of the day…

Biggest move of 
the day…



Our HIRO Indicator 
measures Delta!



APPENDIX



As an aside, there are also 
massive 0DTE volumes in 
SPY, QQQ & ES futures 
options.


